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314–316
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introduction, xxii–xxvii
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foundation stone in winning
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253–254
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stage four, 161–188
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Gary Hamel’s views, 67

Jack Welch’s views, 62
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Peter Drucker’s views, 53–55

J
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K
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11–13
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examples, 13–14, 290–298
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25–42
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28, 218–333

refine KPIs to maintain their

relevance, 217–218

reporting on KPIs (exhibits),

224, 226–227, 229–230

reporting KPIs to

management, 223–228

Ryanair, 10

the great KPI

misunderstanding, 3–23

Key result areas, 166

Key result indicators (KRIs)

background, 4–5

examples, 5, 290–298

key tasks for finding the KRIs,

204–205

Kotter, John, 145–146, 159

KPI Team,

establishing a “winning KPI”

project team, 133–139
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culture, 139–143

mix of oracles and young

guns, 136

reporting directly to CEO,

135–136

reporting lines (exhibit), 135

L
Lead and lag indicators

debate, 34, 36

debate (exhibit), 36

confusion, 15–16

Leading change, John Kotter’s

eight stage process, 146–147

Lean, Toyota’s management

principles, 90

Liker, Jeffrey K, 78

M
Measures gallery, 206–207

Measures gallery, (exhibit),

207
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background, 89–90

definition, 89

exhibit, 88

Myths of performance

measurement

all performance measures are

KPIs, 27

all measures can work

successfully in any

organization, at any time, 26

by tying KPIs to remuneration
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N
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Parmenter, David

The leading-edge manager’s

guide to success: strategies

and better practices, 52

Paradigm shifters, 127

Performance indicators (PIs)

definition, 7

difference between RIs and PIs

(exhibit), 16

examples, 7, 290–298

Performance management

abandonment foundation

stone, 72–73

lessons from the paradigm

shifters, 52–70

revitalizing performance,

49–85

the foundation stones, 51–73

the many facets, 73–75

Toyota’s 14 principles,

93–94

Performance measurement
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measures (exhibit), 47–48

myths, 25–32

Performance measures
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(exhibit), 22–23

current measures, 16–19
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future measures, 17–19
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past, current, future (exhibit),

195

past, current, future measures

(exhibit), 17

past measures,

16–19

process to ascertain measures

from a CSF (exhibit),

197–198

timely measurement, 21–22

use of SMART, 190

unintended consequence,

43–48

why they are wrong (exhibit),

190

Performance related pay

correcting the errors, 75

foundation stones,

318–333

Jeremy Hope criticism,

317–319

Jeremy Hope quote, 46

linking KPIs to pay will never

work, 28

linking the balanced scorecard

to pay will never work

(exhibit), 29

Peters, Thomas and Waterman,

Robert,

importance of chaos rather

than unnecessary order, 65

lessons for performance

management, 65–66

stick to the knitting, 66

a bias for action, 65

Q
Quarterly rolling planning, 80–82

Quarterly rolling planning

(exhibit), 81

R
Reading list, for the KPI team,

144

Recruitment, getting the right

people on the bus, 75–76

Reporting,

an iPhone dashboard

(exhibit), 244

board dashboard (exhibit),

236

combination of “sparklines”

and “bullet” graphs

(exhibit), 234

common pitfalls in dashboard

design, 222–223

developing the reporting

framework, 209–213

framework (exhibit), 210

intraday/daily reporting on

KPIs (exhibit), 224,

226–227

key result indicators (exhibit),

237–240

key tasks for developing the

reporting framework,

211–213

KPIs to management and staff,

223–228

monthly report to

management (exhibits),

232–234
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monthly report to staff
(exhibit), 253

portfolio (exhibit), 243
team balanced scorecard
(exhibit), 242

weekly KPI report (exhibit),
229–230

Result indicators (RIs)
background, 5–6
examples, 6, 290–298

Reynolds, Garr, 153
Result maps, Stacey Barr,

187

S
selling change

by the emotional drivers,
147–149

delivering bulletproof
presentations, 339–345

elevator speech, 150–151
sales pitches, 149–156
selling by emotional drivers,
148–149

selling the concept road show,
157–158

tipping point workshop,
152–153

using post-it stickers to plan
the content of a
presentation, 152

Senior management team
commitment, stage one,
121–132

Spitzer, Dean, 26, 30, 45–46, 116,
117

Strategy mapping

background, 187

exhibit, 38

Jeremy Hope criticism, 37

myth, 37–39

Strategy

background, 87–96

balanced strategy, 92–94

how strategy and the CSFs

work together (exhibit), 41

linkages between strategy and

critical success factors

(exhibit), 88

making it understood,

90–92

mapping strategy to the six

balanced scorecard

perspectives (exhibit), 93

reporting progress (exhibit),

95

Success factors

description, 168, 170–173

relationship mapping

(exhibits), 176

SMART, 171

T
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Toyota,

lean management principles,

90

the Toyota way by Jeffrey K

Liker, 78
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definition, 90
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background, 89–90
definition, 89–90
exhibit, 88
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importance of chaos rather
than unnecessary order, 65

lessons for performance
management, 65–66

stick to the knitting, 66
a bias for action, 65

Welch, Jack
20/70/10 differentiation rule,
76–77

a cluster of mentors, 61
candor, 60
crisis management, 63
innovation, 62
lessons for performance
management, 60–64

on problems with annual
targets, 28

recognition and celebration,
62
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